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Haircare & Styling Tools

CHI AIR Ceramic Curling Iron 1" - Black
Item #: CA1030

$59.99
Utilizes the latest innovative technology combining Tourmaline 
Ceramic with even heat distribution, producing an exceptionally high 
amount of negative ions and Far Infrared which reduce static electricity 
for that perfect style. Hair is left smooth and silky with an unparalleled 
shine. With nonstick ceramic surface, this iron glides through the hair 
while creating luxurious waves and curls that last all day. Luxurious 
Waves and Curls - Anti-Slip Balanced Design - Smooth Glide Barrel - 
Eliminates Static - Reduces Frizz - Auto Shut Off. 9 Ft Cord.

CHI AIR Ceramic Curling Iron 1" - Red
Item #: CA1033

$59.99
Utilizes the latest innovative technology combining Tourmaline 
Ceramic with even heat distribution, producing an exceptionally high 
amount of negative ions and Far Infrared which reduce static electricity 
for that perfect style. Hair is left smooth and silky with an unparalleled 
shine. With nonstick ceramic surface, this iron glides through the hair 
while creating luxurious waves and curls that last all day. Luxurious 
Waves and Curls - Anti-Slip Balanced Design - Smooth Glide Barrel - 
Eliminates Static - Reduces Frizz - Auto Shut Off. 9 Ft Cord.
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CHI AIR Ceramic Mini Flat Iron 3/4" - Black
Item #: CA1087F

$49.99
Never have a bad hair day again! CHI Air compact ceramic mini 
flat iron utilizes the latest ceramic technology to produce negative 
ions, which reduce static electricity and frizz. This mini iron is small 
enough for on the go and yet powerful enough to smooth and tame 
frizz like any full size iron. Dual voltage makes it perfect for world 
travel. Hair is left silky soft.

CHI AIR Ceramic 3 Piece Travel Set
Item #: CA2111

$99.99
The CHI Air Ceramic 3/4" Travel Iron & 1" Travel Curling Iron ceramic 
heat technology produces negative irons, which helps seal the 
cuticle and repel humidity while locking in vital moisture. The 
scratch resistant ceramic provides superior glide and even heat 
for optimum performance. These mini tools are small enough for 
on the go, yet powerful enough to smooth and tame frizz like 
any full size tool. CHI Air Ceramic 1000w Travel Dryer. The ceramic 
technology reduces frizz.

CHI AIR Ceramic Styler 1/2" - 1"
Item #: CA1096

$59.99
Instantly creates fashionable curls with no creases, no lines! This 
clamp-free tapered styling iron utilizes the latest Tourmaline Ceramic 
technology to reduce static electricity and frizz for defined locks and 
waves. Ergonomically designed to create modern locks, this wand 
results in tighter, smaller, ringlet-looking curls. To achieve the look, 
simply wrap a 1" strand of hair from the base to the tip and hold for 
8-10 seconds. Heat Resistant Glove Included.

CHI AIR Classic 2 Ceramic Hair Dryer - Black
Item #: CA2148

$89.99
A powerful and lightweight 1875 watt DC motor dryer that delivers 
fast airflow to minimize heat styling damage, leaving hair with less frizz, 
with more manageable and incredible shine for a beautiful style. The 
innovative technology of tourmaline ceramic elements provides even 
heat distribution and creates an exceptionally high amount of negative 
ions and Far Infrared technology that reduces static and eliminates frizz. 
The multiple speed and temperature settings are perfect for various 
hair types.
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CHI AIR Classic 2 Ceramic Hair Dryer - Pink
Item #: CA2149

$89.99
A powerful and lightweight 1875 watt DC motor dryer that delivers 
fast airflow to minimize heat styling damage, leaving hair with less 
frizz, with more manageable and incredible shine for a beautiful 
style. The innovative technology of tourmaline ceramic elements 
provides even heat distribution and creates an exceptionally high 
amount of negative ions and Far Infrared technology that reduces 
static and eliminates frizz. The multiple speed and temperature 
settings are perfect for various hair types.

CHI AIR 1"Titanium Flat Iron - Black
Item #: CA2249

$99.99
Experience professional styling at Home with the CHI AIR Titanium 
Hairstyling Iron 1 . This appliance features innovative titanium 
plates that heat up fast and evenly for ideal styling. Five preset 
temperature settings are suitable for all hair types, from fine to 
highly-textured hair with a maximum temperature of 425°F. The 
curved floating plates and the round-shaped tip make it easier to 
glide through the hair. The body is 15% slimmer than our classic 1 
iron, for easier grip. You can straighten, smooth, curl, wave, and flip.

CHI AIR Ceramic 3-in-1 Smooth, Curl 
and Wave Styling Iron
Item #: CA2222

$99.99
Get three styles in one handy tool with this CHI Air Classic 3-in-1 styling 
iron. Take your hair from smooth to wavy and on to luxurious curls with 
the 1-inch barrel and curved floating wave. A 30-second quick heating 
time makes this CHI Air Classic 3-in-1 styling a go-to in your morning 
routine.  Hair styler Helps you create a professional-looking hairstyle. 
High heat levels Up to 424.4°F for fast styling. 40 watts of power For 
ample styling power. Automatic shutoff. Automatically turns off the 
iron for safety. Digital display. Dual voltage.  9' cord.

CHI AIR Spin N Curl Rotating Curler
Item #: CA2247

$99.99
Create flawless curls and waves at the push of a button with the CHI 
Air Spin n Curl. Hair is drawn into the curl chamber where it is heated 
and timed to create perfect curls and waves every time! The digital 
temperature display offers easily adjustable temperature settings and a 
selection of preset temperature settings for each hair texture, creating 
a customizable styling experience while avoiding unnecessary heat 
damage. Ceramic heat technology produces far infrared heat while the 
conditioning benefits of negative ions.
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CHI AIR 1"Titanium Flat Iron - Pink
Item #: CA2250

$99.99
Experience professional styling at Home with the CHI AIR Titanium 
Hairstyling Iron 1 . This appliance features innovative titanium plates 
that heat up fast and evenly for ideal styling. Five preset temperature 
settings are suitable for all hair types, from fine to highly-textured 
hair with a maximum temperature of 425°F. The curved floating 
plates and the round-shaped tip make it easier to glide through the 
hair. The body is 15% slimmer than our classic 1 iron, for easier grip. 
You can straighten, smooth, curl, wave, and flip.

CHI 1" Digital Ceramic Hairstyling Flat Iron
Item #: CA2309

$99.99
CHI Original Digital features our iconic Ceramic technology 
with a digital temperature display, offering multiple settings 
for fine, medium, and coarse hair. It delivers shiny smooth and 
salon-quality results without the damage of the high heat.

CHI AIR Ceramic Hot Brush
Item #: CA2270

$79.99
Gives you a flawless look in half the time with each stroke of the 
brush.  Simply brush through dry hair for a smooth, straight finish. The 
brush provides more contact with hair than a typical flat iron for faster 
styling.  More bristles means your hair holds firmly against the heated 
ceramic giving you enhanced control when styling.  The innovative 
technology of negative ions gives your hair extra shine and the brush 
style maintains your hair's volume.  This tool heats up to 410 degrees F 
for all hair types.

CHI AIR 3 Pc. Brush Set
Item #: EX1001

$29.99
CHI Air brushes utilize Tourmaline Ceramic, the latest innovative 
technology to produce an exceptionally high amount of negative 
ions and Far Infrared, which reduces static electricity. These 
professional grade brushes allow for maximum airflow, reducing 
drying time by 50% and leaving hair smooth and silky with an 
unparalleled shine. Set includes - - Medium Round Brush - 9 Row 
Vent Brush - Large Paddle Brush
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CHI 1875 Series Advanced Ionic Hair Dryer
Item #: CA2312

$109.99
Features a built-in Ion Generator that emits an impressive amount 
of Negative Ions to reduce frizz and increase shine, it also decreases 
the drying time by breaking apart the water molecules making them 
evaporate faster. The Ceramic Technology locks in moisture and 
maintains body. The results? A shiny, smooth and super soft, frizz-
free, healthy hair! Its super compact shape makes this Dryer storage 
friendly and easy for on-the-go styling. Rapid Clean Technology: Blue 
LED light's antimicrobial properties offer cleaner air during styling.

CHI G2 Ceramic & Titanium Infused
1" Styling Iron - Black
Item #: GF1595

$129.99
The classic CHI Original Ceramic Hairstyling Iron, a staple styling 
tool for beauty enthusiasts, now has a dynamic new design with 
upgraded technology & performance enhancements.

CHI 1" Digital Ceramic Hairstyling Flat Iron
Item #: CA2354

$99.99
CHI Original Digital features our iconic Ceramic technology with a 
digital temperature display, offering multiple settings for fine, medium, 
and coarse hair. It delivers shiny smooth and salon-quality results 
without the damage of the high heat.

CHI 1875 Series Hair Dryer - Red
Item #: CA2289

$69.99
Features a powerful and lightweight salon quality 1875W motor. 
Ceramic ions safely dry the hair while reducing frizz and adding 
shine. It also helps to speed up dry time for salon quality results. 
Variable heat and speed settings are perfect for all hair types 
and textures. Includes a Nozzle Concentrator to add volume or 
smoothness to blow outs.  Rapid Clean Technology; Blue LED 
light's antimicrobial properties offer cleaner air during styling by 
decreasing bacterial buildup inside the hair dryer.
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CHI Ceramic Rollers Platform 
with LED Blue Lights
Item #: CS1105

$99.99
Economical Space-saving Platform Design LED Blue Lights with 
Antibacterial Properties Eco-Friendly Ceramic Heated Rollers 
Docking station heats 9 rollers at once.  1.25" (9) medium rollers.  
More Durable & Cool to Touch9 Clips Included FREE Thermal Case

CHI Nano Hair Dryer
Item #: GF8504

$159.99
The CHI Nano hair dryer features a lightweight ergonomic design 
with a powerful 1875W Ceramic motor for faster styling.  Its 
ceramic ionic technology generates negative ions that dry hair 
without damage, while sealing in moisture and shine. Offering 
a dual air-intake system with two vents that help to reduce 
drying time while producing a stronger air flow. The Rapid Clean 
Technology Blue LED light's antimicrobial properties offer cleaner 
air during styling by decreasing bacterial buildup in the hair dryer.
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Golf Buddy AIM L10 
Laser Rangefinder
Item #: GBAIML10

$279.99
Easy-to-use laser rangefinder. New 
ergonomic and sporty design. Pin finder with 
vibration mode. 3 targeting modes (Standard, 
Scan, Pin). Slope on/off switch provides 
slope-adjusted distances for elevation. The 
new ergonomic and sporty design of the aim 
L10, weighing just under 6 oz, features three 
different targeting modes: Standard, Scan 
and Pin with vibration mode. The aim L10 
also comes with a slope on/off switch that 
provides slope-adjusted distances for various 
elevations for more accuracy. New ergonomic 
and sporty design. 6x Magnification.

Golf Buddy AIM V10 
Talking Golf GPS
Item #: GBAIMV10

$129.99
Easy-to-use talking GPS. Simply clip it onto 
your hat, belt or golf bag. New ergonomic 
and sporty design. Pin finder with vibration 
mode. 3 targeting modes (Standard, Scan, 
Pin). Slope on/off switch provides slope-
adjusted distances for elevation. With 
Bluetooth and GOLFBUDDY Casting. The new 
voice GPS now offers Bluetooth for wireless 
Automatic Course Updates (ACU), and the 
ability to cast your yardages to any Bluetooth 
enabled smart device. With improved 
features like a larger 1.2" LCD display and 
longer 12-hour battery life on Golf Mode.

Golf Buddy AIM W10 
Smart Golf GPS Watch
Item #: GBAIMW10

$199.99
Most advanced smart golf GPS watch. 1.3" 
TFT-LCD full-color touch screen display. Zoom 
in/out function. In-depth hole view with 
dual arc distance readings. Green Undulation 
(Where Available). Digital scorecard. Up to 
13 hours of battery life in Golf Mode. The aim 
W10 is GOLFBUDDY's most advanced smart 
golf GPS watch with features that include 
a full-color touch screen display, green 
undulation and slope-adjusted distance 
readings to give the golfer better real-life 
views and more control around the course. 
Along with a 13-hour battery life.
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Clarisonic Mia 3
Item #: CLARSETMIA3 (White)  CLARSETMIA3B (Black)  CLARSETMIA3P (Pink)

$199.99
It's time to think beyond the washcloth and elevate cleansing to a sonic level. Clarisonic's patented sonic technology gently removes the 
impurities traditional cleaning methods leave behind, cleansing six times better than your hands alone. In just 60 seconds, its sonic action 
removes impurities from pores so that creams, serums, and moisturizers are more effective. And with regular daily use you'll notice a reduction 
in dry patches, oily areas, and blemishes. Clarisonic Mia 3 infuses sonic cleansing with a harmonic blend of function and form.
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Foreo Iris Eye Massager - Petal Pink
Item #: FIRIS-PTP

$139.99
IRIS, the Illuminating Eye Massager, helps relieve tired eyes by utilizing 
T-Sonic technology. It fights visible signs of aging and reduces dark 
circles and bags under the eyes with soft medical-grade silicone that is 
BPA and phthalate-free. IRIS offers 2 modes, Pure and Spa, and both can 
be adjusted to 8 intensities and include a built-in timer. With 140 uses 
given by a 1-hour USB-charge, it leaves the eye contour visibly more 
youthful, stimulating the skin to smooth fine lines and wrinkles.

Foreo Luna Mini 2 - Mint or Pearl Pink
Item #: FLUNAM2MT (mint)  FLUNAM2PP (pearl pink)

$119.99
The LUNA® mini 2 marks a radical new approach to skin care by being 
the only facial-cleansing device that combines T-Sonic™ pulsations 
to effectively cleanse the skin with a nonabrasive silicone brush that 
remains totally gentle and pleasant to use on the face. And with its 
smart design, this compact, colorful, and travel-friendly device lasts up 
to five months from one full charge, and is fully waterproof for seamless 
integration into any skin care routine.
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Lovish 8 pc Make Up Brush Set with Case
Item #: LOVBRSET2

$69.99
Featured is a collection of 8 amazing new brushes that are Eco 
friendly with trend setting Rose Gold handles and benefits found 
only in custom made brushes.  We offer a new brush technology 
that features a concave design along the full length of the 
bristle.  This allows increased powder pickup, increased powder 
absorbency that provides more even application of powder to the 
skin.  The set contains: Deluxe Powder, Blush, Contour, Foundation, 
Eye Shadow, Lip, Angle, Spoolie.

Lovish 5 pc Make Up Brush Set with Case
Item #: LOVBRSET1

$39.99
Featured is a collection of 5 amazing new brushes that are Eco friendly 
with trend setting Rose Gold handles and benefits found only in 
custom made brushes.  We offer a new brush technology that features 
a concave design along the full length of the bristle.  This allows 
increased powder pickup, increased powder absorbency that provides 
more even application of powder to the skin.  Further advantage of 
this brush technology allows for easier brush clean- up and longer 
lasting brush life. The set contains: Deluxe, Powder, Contour, Eye 
Shadow, Lip, Angle.
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Philosophy Amazing Grace Women's Fragrance 4oz
Item #: PHL580020

$69.99
Embrace your beauty and express your femininity with Amazing 
Grace Eau de Toilette. Philosophy's bestselling, amazingly clean, and 
beautifully feminine scent features notes of welcoming bergamot to 
greet the senses, irresistibly soft, clean muguet blossoms, and lasting 
musk with its classic beauty.
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Philosophy Microdelivery Dream Peel 
Overnight Mask 1.7oz
Item #: PHL278910

$60.00
A peel that works overnight and over time to reveal ultra-smooth, 
healthier-looking skin with refined lines and less-visible pores.

Philosophy Thank You Set
Item #: PHLTHANKYOU

$28.00
Say thanks to helping hands with a touch of fresh cream. Our gentle 
hand wash 8 oz. with a soothing blend of glycerin and aloe leaves skin 
comfortably clean and conditioned. Follow with a nourishing massage 
of fresh cream hand lotion 8 oz. infused with a blend of natural oils for 
hands that look, feel and smell their sweet creamy best! The comforting 
scent gently perfumes both formulas featured in this delicious duo, 
packaged for presenting.

Philosophy You're Amazing Set
Item #: PHLAMAZING

$32.00
Ahhmazing share! Packaged for presenting, this luxe body duo features 
our most-loved, iconic scent in 2 indulgent formulas, for head-to-
toe softness with an air of clean, classic beauty. Our award-winning, 
shampoo, bath & shower gel formula 8 oz. provides a rich, foaming 
lather to cleanse and condition skin and hair. Follow with a touch of 
lightweight-yet-lush whipped body crème 4 oz. which melts into skin, 
improving texture and softness with a wisp of lasting scent.

Philosophy Away We Go Set
Item #: PHLAWAY

$32.00
Ready for takeoff, from head to toe! This travel-size collection of 
award-winning essentials for face and body has everything you 
need to glow anywhere. First, melt away makeup, cleanse and tone 
with purity made simple; then nourish, refresh, refine and impart 
an all-day healthy-looking luminosity with renewed hope. Next, 
amazing grace shampoo & shower gel and firming body emulsion 
leave the rest of you clean, soft, smooth and beautifully scented. 
Away we glow!
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Philosophy Amazing Grace Whipped
Body Crème 8oz
Item #: PHL113724

$36.00
A luxurious, lightweight, whipped body moisturizer to hydrate and 
soothe skin. What it does: Moisturize skin with a soft touch of grace. 
Amazing Grace Whipped Body Crème is a luxurious addition to 
your after bath routine. This luxuriously lightweight, whipped body 
moisturizer melts onto skin to improve skin's softness. The formula 
moisturizes, soothes, and protects skin with shea butter, aloe, olive 
fruit extract, and antioxidants, leaving skin silky soft and lightly 
fragranced with the clean, floral scent of Amazing Grace.

Philosophy Purity Made Simple Facial Cleanser 8oz
Item #: PHL500014

$24.00
Say thanks to helping hands with a touch of fresh cream. Our gentle 
hand wash 8 oz. with a soothing blend of glycerin and aloe leaves skin 
comfortably clean and conditioned. Follow with a nourishing massage 
of fresh cream hand lotion 8 oz. infused with a blend of natural oils for 
hands that look, feel and smell their sweet creamy best! The comforting 
scent gently perfumes both formulas featured in this delicious duo, 
packaged for presenting.

Philosophy Renewed Hope in a Jar 4oz
Item #: PHL510914

$75.00
A refreshing and refining moisturizer.  Philosophy skin labs' original 
breakthrough moisturizer is changing the face of skin care again. 
The revolutionary lightweight, whipped formula of Hope In A Jar is 
renewed and infused with a new innovation: clinically proven skin 
renewal technology. This groundbreaking formulation features a triple 
blend of alpha hydroxy acids, three forms of hyaluronate, plus an Asian 
fruit extract, delivering an even longer-lasting glow and continuous 
hydration benefits.

Philosophy Ultimate Miracle Worker 2oz
Item #: PHL531002

$75.00
A multi-rejuvenating face cream with broad spectrum SPF 30 
sunscreen.  This ultimate face cream helps protect and defend 
your skin. It simultaneously addresses all key signs of aging with its 
innovative, powerful, dermatological proven skin rejuvenators and 
four types of full-spectrum protection from the sun's harmful rays. 
Together, this innovative next-generation formula with patented 
technology protects your skin from sunlight, including UVA, UVB, 
infrared, and visible light to support anti-aging.
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Purity Made Simple Ultra-Light Moisturizer 4.7oz
Item #: PHL577889

$25.00
A daily ultra-light face moisturizer with antioxidants that deliver 
24-hour hydration and in three days, see a dewy complexion with 
less-visible pores.

Philosophy Amazing Grace Firming Body Emulsion 
16 oz
Item #: PHL580155

$39.00
A luxurious, firming moisturizer infused with the bestselling Amazing 
Grace fragrance to purify, deeply hydrate, and revitalize.  Infused 
with the amazingly clean, beautifully feminine scent of philosophy's 
bestselling Amazing Grace fragrance, this firming body emulsion is an 
award-winning moisturizer for dry skin. Enriched with shea butter and 
natural oils, like olive and macadamia, this skin-loving formula softens 
and soothes while helping to replenish and maintain skin's natural 
moisture barrier for skin that feels velvety soft-never greasy.

Philosophy Purity Made Simple Facial Cleanser 16oz
Item #: PHL658000

$36.00
An award-winning, highly effective one-step facial cleanser to tone and 
hydrate skin. Begin with the most basic step of all. Purity Made Simple 
one-step facial cleanser is an award-winning cleanser that melts away 
dirt, oil, and makeup. It tones and lightly hydrates in one simple step for 
skin that feels perfectly clean and comfortably balanced. Formulated 
for all skin types and gentle enough for the sensitive eye area, it deep 
cleans pores while natural oil extracts help condition skin.

Philosophy Amazing Grace Shampoo Bath & 
Shower Gel 16oz
Item #: PHL580115

$26.00
A three-in-one gel infused with the beloved Amazing Grace 
fragrance to leave you feeling amazingly clean and beautifully 
feminine.  Amazing Grace Shampoo, Bath & Shower Gel is an award-
winning shower gel with the amazingly clean, beautifully feminine 
scent of philosophy's bestselling fragrance. This multitasking 
formula gently cleanses, conditions, and softens skin and hair while 
providing a rich, foaming lather for a luxurious shower or bath 
experience.
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Strivectin Intensive Eye 
Concentrate for Wrinkles  1 oz
Item #: STRI002836

$69.00
This lightweight moisturizing formula is 
proven to visibly reduce the look of all types 
of lines around the eyes, including crow's 
feet, squint lines and deep-set wrinkles. Next 
generation ocular skin technology powerfully 
addresses the appearance of under-eye 
dark circles and puffiness to illuminate and 
awaken. Patented NIA-114 technology 
helps strengthen delicate eye area skin and 
diminish dehydration. Optical diffusers reflect 
light to immediately brighten dark shadows 
and help alleviate visible signs of screen 
fatigue.

Strivectin Advanced Retinol 
Intensive Night Moisturizer 1.7 oz
Item #: STRI022285

$112.00
Midnight anti-aging multitasker is updated 
with Copper Tripeptides, proven to protect 
skin and promote skin rejuvenation while 
being supercharged with Retinol to help 
restore skin to its healthiest state during 
sleep.

Strivectin Advanced Tightening 
Neck Cream Plus 1.7oz
Item #: STRI027785

$95.00
This #1 selling neck cream just got upgraded 
and is everything you need for a more 
youthful-looking neck and décolleté in one 
powerful formula. This powerful cream 
features the breakthrough Gravitite-CF 
Lifting Complex to improve skin elasticity 
and provide visible lift, while smoothing 
the appearance of horizontal neck lines and 
sagging. Botanically derived Brightening 
Complex helps even skin tone on the 
décolleté while patented NIA-114 technology 
strengthens the skin barrier. The effects of 
gravity appear reversed for more refined, 
toned definition.
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Tria Positively Clear Acne 
Clearing Blue Light
Item #: TACNE

$169.00
Eliminate acne by getting to its 
source. The new Positively Clear 
Acne Clearing Blue Light delivers 
powerful blue light deep into 
your pores to get rid of the junk 
(read: bacteria) that causes acne 
in the first place. The results are, 
well... clear

Tria Age-Defying Eye 
Wrinkle Correcting Laser
Item #: TADEWCL

$249.00
Breakthrough anti-aging laser 
that is uniquely designed for 
treating the eye area. The FDA-
cleared Age-Defying Eye Wrinkle 
Correcting Laser corrects fine lines 
and wrinkles around the eyes 
for eye-opening results in just 2 
minutes a day.

Tria Age-Defying Laser
Item #: TLAD

$495.00
An FDA Cleared Age-Defying 
Laser sends targeted beams 
of light deep within the skin 
to support natural collagen 
production the exact same way 
that the professional treatments 
do. It treats skin from within: 
beams of light penetrate the 
skin to create microscopic zones 
of cellular disruption. The skin 
feels warm, but the surface is left 
undisturbed. It stimulates natural 
healing: the body's natural healing 
process springs to action, working 
to rapidly heal the treated areas 
by stimulating natural collagen 
production.

Tria Precision Hair
Removal Laser
Item #: TRHRLP

$299.00
Precision Hair Removal Laser uses 
professional-strength laser hair 
removal technology to effectively 
remove unwanted hair. It targets 
the pigment in your hair and 
permanently disables the hair 
follicle's ability to regrow. It 
delivers laser-smooth skin and 
permanent results in as little as 
three months in small, sensitive 
areas
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Dolce & Gabbana 
Light Blue 3.3oz EDT 
Women's
Item #: LBDG100W

$104.00

Versace Bright Crystal 
3oz EDT Women's
Item #: VBC90W

$99.00

Dolce & Gabbana 
Light Blue 1.6oz EDT 
Women's
Item #: LBDG50W

$82.00

Versace Bright Crystal 
1.7oz Women's
Item #: VBC50W

$82.00

Gucci Guilty 1.6 oz 
EDT Women's
Item #: GG50W

$85.00

Armani Acqua Di Gioia 
1.7oz EDP Women's
Item #: ADG50W

$81.00

Fragrances
  FOR WOMEN
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 Yves Saint Laurent 
SL Black Opium 1.6oz 
EDP Women's
Item #: YSLBO50W

$102.00

Juicy Couture Viva La 
Juicy 3.4oz Women's
Item #: JCVLJ100W

$99.00

Ralph Lauren 
Romance 3.4oz  EDP 
Women's
Item #: RLR100W

$98.00

Carolina Herrera 
Good Girl 1.7oz EDP 
Women's
Item #: CHGG50W

$98.00

Yves Saint Laurent 
Mon Paris 1.6oz 
Women's
Item #: YSLMP50W

$102.00

Gucci Flora 1.6oz EDT 
Women's
Item #: GF50W

$85.00

Dolce & Gabbana 
The ONE 1.6oz EDP 
Women's
Item #: DGTO50W

$96.00

Burberry Classic 1.7oz 
EDP Women's
Item #: BC50W

$78.00
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Daisy by Marc Jacobs 
1.7oz EDT Women's
Item #: MJD50W

$86.00

Calvin Klein Euphoria 
1.7oz EDP Women's
Item #: CKE50W

$79.00

Lancome La Vie est 
Belle 2.5oz EDP
Item #: LANLVEB75L

$123.00

Marc Jacobs Eau 
So Fresh 2.5oz EDT 
Women's
Item #: MJSF75W

$100.00

Burberry Brit 1.7 oz 
EDP Women's
Item #: BB50W

$85.00

Michael Kors 
Wonderlust 3.4oz EDP 
Women's
Item #: MKWL100W

$120.00

Victor & Rolf Flower 
Bomb 3.4oz EDP 
Women's
Item #: VRFB100W

$165.00

Calvin Klein Eternity 
1.7oz EDP Women's
Item #: CKET50W

$75.00
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Armani Code 1.7oz 
EDP Women's
Item #: ARMC50W

$72.00

Arianna Grande Cloud 
3.4oz EDP Women's
Item #: AGCLOUD100W

$64.00

COACH 3oz EDP 
Women's
Item #: COACH90W

$102.00

Clinique Happy 1.7oz 
EDP Women's
Item #: CHF50W

$57.00

Burberry Her 3.3oz 
EDP Women's
Item #: BURHER100W

$127.00

COACH Floral 3oz EDP 
Women's
Item #: CFLORAL90W

$102.00

Versace Yellow 
Diamond 1.7oz EDT 
Women's
Item #: VYELLD50W

$82.00

Jimmy Choo 2oz EDP  
Women's
Item #: JCHOO75W

$90.00

Prada Candy 1.7oz 
EDP Women's
Item #: PCANDY50W

$96.00
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Armani Acqua Di Gio 
3.4oz Men's
Item #: ADG100M

$91.00

Ralph Lauren Polo 
Black 4.2oz EDT Men's
Item #: PB125M

$90.00

Armani Acqua Di Gio 
1.7oz Men's
Item #: ADG50M

$75.00

Ralph Lauren Polo 
Blue 4.2oz EDT Men's
Item #: PBLUE125M

$90.00

Armani Code 1.7oz 
Men's
Item #: ARMC50M

$75.00

Ralph Lauren Polo Red 
4.2oz Men's
Item #: PRED125M

$90.00

Fragrances
  FOR MEN
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Dolce & Gabbana 
Light Blue 2.5oz Men's
Item #: LBDG75M

$70.00

Gucci Guilty 1.7oz EDT 
Men's
Item #: GG50M

$77.00

Versace Eros 1.7oz 
Men's
Item #: VEROS50M

$72.00

Montblanc Legend 
3.3oz EDT Men's
Item #: MBL100M

$92.00

Dolce & Gabbana 
The One for Men 1.7oz
Item #: DGTO50M

$70.00

Yves Saint Laurent 
L'Homme 2oz Men's
Item #: YSLLH70M

$72.00

Versace Pour Homme 
1.7oz Men's
Item #: VPH50M

$70.00

Burberry Brit 1.7oz 
Men's
Item #: BB50M

$68.00
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COACH 3.3oz EDT For 
Men
Item #: COACH100M

$87.00

Creed Aventus 3.4oz 
Men's
Item #: CRAVEN100M

$435.00

CK Eternity 1.7oz For 
Men
Item #: CKET50M

$67.00

Creed Aventus 1.7oz 
Men's
Item #: CRAVEN50M

$325.00

Jimmy Choo Man 
1.7oz Men's
Item #: JCHOO50M

$75.00

Paco Rabanne Invictus 
1.7oz Men's
Item #: PRIN50M

$74.00
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Beauty Rewards


